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a b s t r a c t

This study presents a hybrid framework to predict stability solutions of buried structures under active
trapdoor conditions in natural clays with anisotropy and heterogeneity by combining physics-based and
data-driven modeling. Finite-element limit analysis (FELA) with a newly developed anisotropic un-
drained shear (AUS) failure criterion is used to identify the underlying active failure mechanisms as well
as to develop a numerical (physics-based) database of stability numbers for both planar and circular
trapdoors. Practical considerations are given for natural clays to three linearly increasing shear strengths
in compression, extension, and direct simple shear in the AUS material model. The obtained numerical
solutions are compared and validated with published solutions in the literature. A multivariate adaptive
regression splines (MARS) algorithm is further utilized to learn the numerical solutions to act as fast FELA
data-driven surrogates for stability evaluation. The current MARS-based modeling provides both relative
importance index and accurate design equations that can be used with confidence by practitioners.
� 2023 Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Production and hosting by
Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Natural clays more or less exhibit strength anisotropy where-
with the deposition and sedimentation processes follow preferred
particle orientations. This is the so-called stress-induced anisot-
ropy, where the anisotropic shear strengths are directionally
dependent and are normally evaluated by undrained shear tests
with varying major principal stress following its depositional axis.

Ladd (1991) and Ladd and DeGroot (2004) provided important
data for the anisotropic undrained strength of clays under various
shear modes. An empirical chart comparing undrained strengths
obtained from triaxial compression (TC), triaxial extension (TE),
and direct simple shear (DSS) as a function of the plasticity index of
clay was also presented in Ladd and DeGroot (2004). Several re-
searchers (Krabbenhøft and Lyamin, 2015; Ukritchon and
ock and Soil Mechanics, Chi-

s, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Pr
by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Keawsawasvong, 2018a, 2019b; Krabbenhøft et al., 2019;
Krabbenhøft, 2021) have proposed various failure criteria for
modeling the undrained strength anisotropy of clays. These failure
criteria are mostly formulated as a mathematical function of
directionally dependent (anisotropic) undrained strength and
orientation angle (d) of the major principal stress (s1) to the
depositional axis. The effects of anisotropic clay strengths on sta-
bility problems of various geotechnical infrastructures were
extensively investigated, in particular for some buried structures,
including tunnels (Wu et al., 2017, 2021; Keawsawasvong and
Ukritchon, 2020, 2022; Chu et al., 2021; Man et al., 2022; Nguyen
and Nguyen-Son, 2022), pipelines (Shiau and Hassan, 2021a, b;
Tohidifar et al., 2021), and shallow/deep foundations (Rui et al.,
2019; Ukritchon and Keawsawasvong, 2019a; Al-Naddaf and Han,
2021). Other published literature in relation to clay-based mate-
rials with anisotropic concerns could be found in Zhou et al. (2018)
and Azarafza et al. (2019).

Terzaghi (1936) pioneered a study on failure mechanism and
stress distribution above trapdoors in granular soils. Since then,
trapdoor failures in active and passive modes have become an
oduction and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-
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ongoing research field in geotechnical engineering. The active
failure of a trapdoor correlates to its downward movement,
resulting in a decrease in soil stress directly above it. Therefore, the
active failure is extensively used for the stability analysis of sub-
surface pipelines subjected to ground support loss, roof collapse of
subterranean spaces, tunnels, andmining operations (Suchowerska
et al., 2012; Guan et al., 2017). In recent decades, considerable
research on the stability of active trapdoors was conducted using a
variety of techniques, including physical model tests (Costa et al.,
2009; Iglesia et al., 2011, 2014; Al Heib et al., 2020; Costa and
Zornberg, 2020), limit equilibrium method (Terzaghi, 1943), finite
element analysis (Tanaka and Sakai, 1993; Hwang et al., 2005;
Bhattacharya and Kumar, 2016; Lai et al., 2018; Ukritchon and
Keawsawasvong, 2018b; Keawsawasvong and Ukritchon, 2019),
and limit analysis (Wang et al., 2017; Lai et al., 2020, 2022;
Keawsawasvong and Ukritchon, 2021; Yang et al., 2022).

Finite element limit analysis (FELA), as a novel, rigorous, and
powerful numerical technique, has been widely used to investigate
geotechnical stability problems. The upper bound (UB) and lower
bound (LB) solutions provide accurate limit loads from above and
below (Chen and Liu, 1990; Sloan, 2013; Oberhollenzer et al., 2018;
Chen et al., 2020). This numerical technique is based on finite
element discretization, plastic bound theorems (Drucker et al.,
1952), and mathematical optimization. Sloan et al. (1990) and
Martin (2009) used the FELA to establish benchmark solutions for
active planar trapdoors inhomogeneous clays. The UB and LB so-
lutions for planar and circular trapdoors in non-homogeneous clays
with linearly increasing undrained shear strength were presented
by Keawsawasvong and Ukritchon (2017) and Keawsawasvong and
Shiau (2022). Furthermore, Wang et al. (2017) provided numerical
UB and LB solutions for planar trapdoors in cohesive-frictional soils
using the FELA and the discontinuity layout optimization (DLO)
techniques. In recent years, for three-dimensional (3D) homoge-
neous and isotropic clays, Ukritchon and Keawsawasvong (2019c)
and Shiau et al. (2021a, b) investigated the undrained stability of
flat rectangular and square trapdoors using 3D FELA, whilst Shiau
et al. (2022) studied the 3D effect of various cavity shapes.

It should be noted that the previous FELA investigations of
buried structures under active trapdoors were limited to conditions
with isotropic strengths utilizing Tresca or Mohr-Coulomb failure
criteria, except for the work by Keawsawasvong and Ukritchon
(2021), who presented LB solutions of active planar trapdoors in
non-homogeneous and anisotropic clays obeying the Davis and
Christian’s (DC) failure criterion (Davis and Christian, 1971). The
recent development of the anisotropic undrained shear (AUS)
failure criterion in Krabbenhøft et al. (2019) has never been used to
study the stability of active trapdoors in the past. Even though both
DC and AUS failure criteria consider an empirical correlation of the
undrained strength (su) of clay in DSS, TC and TE, the explicit form
of the DC failure criterion cannot be applied to 3D problems since it
was developed under plane strain condition. Unlike the DC model,
the AUS model was developed under 3D coordinates which can be
used to simulate two-dimensional (2D) and 3D (both plane strain
and axisymmetric) problems. As a result, the AUS model is
preferred in this paper to investigate the stability of circular trap-
doors under axisymmetric conditions. Furthermore, only the LB
solutions of plane strain trapdoor stability were presented in
Keawsawasvong and Ukritchon (2021), while the UB solutions to
the same problem have never been reported in the past.

The evaluation of the active failure of structures buried in nat-
ural clays using stability solutions from design charts is a manual
and time-consuming process because it requires engineer to pro-
cess soil parameters and geometric configurations and generate
safety factor estimates in the preliminary design. Determining
stability solutions using a data-driven surrogate is an expedient
means of incorporating sophisticated numerical analyses into a
design scheme to conduct stability evaluations. For buried struc-
tures under active trapdoor conditions (e.g. subjected to ground
support loss or differential settlements), the data-driven surrogate
allows stability evaluations to be done both efficiently and effec-
tively. For such purpose, this study presents a hybrid framework for
forecasting the undrained stability of active trapdoors in natural
clays by integrating the benefits of both physics-based and data-
driven models.

This paper aims to bridge the current research gaps by under-
taking the rigorous UB/LB-FELA for undrained stability of both
planar and circular trapdoors in natural clays simulated by the
recently developed AUS failure criterion. The novel UB and LB so-
lutions of stability number (NPS and NAX) are obtained and pre-
sented in the form of explicit design charts, which are a function of
dimensionless parameters including trapdoor cover ratio, strength
gradient, and anisotropic strength ratios. A numerical (physics-
based) database of stability numbers derived from 294 separate
analyses is then developed. A multivariate adaptive regression
splines (MARS) model is employed to learn the numerical data to
act as a fast FELA data-driven surrogate for implementation in
preliminary design and during serviceability. The proposed relative
importance index (RII) and MARS-based design equation of the
current study would assist practitioners in evaluating trapdoor-
related stability problems.
2. Problem statement

Trapdoor stability problems have long been an important
research topic in geotechnical engineering. The active trapdoor can
be applied to analyze the collapse of an underground roof in tun-
nels and mining works, the gravitational flow of granular material
through hoppers, and the stability of buried pipes or anchors
subjected to the loss of ground support. Fig. 1 shows the problem
statement of both active planar and circular trapdoors in non-
homogeneous clays with linearly increasing anisotropic shear
strength. In a planar trapdoor, the geometry is very long, and it can
be considered under plane strain condition; whereas the axisym-
metric condition represents an actual 3D circular trapdoor even
though it is analyzed in 2D axisymmetric condition. Centerline (C.
L.) and axis of symmetry (A. O. S.) are utilized to represent sym-
metric or axisymmetric models, respectively. The planar or circular
trapdoors with awidth or a diameter (D) are situated beneath a clay
layer with a cover depth (H). A cover ratio, denoted as H/D, can be
defined here to represent the geometric configuration of trapdoors.
A uniform surcharge (ss) is applied to the ground surface, while the
support trapdoor pressure is denoted as (st). The active failure is
triggered by allowing the trapdoor to slide downwards with the
actions of overburden pressures ss and gH (g is the unit weight of
soils), which would be resisted by the action of the support stress
ss.

The trapdoor is assumed to be perfectly rigid, and the AUS
failure criterion with the associated flow rule is used to establish
the anisotropic clay failure criterion (Krabbenhøft et al., 2019). The
three AUS strengths obtained from TC (suc), TE (sue), and DSS (sus)
are the input strengths of these failure criteria for FELA (see Fig. 1).

Therefore, two dimensionless anisotropic strength ratios can be
defined as re ¼ sue/suc and rs ¼ sus/suc (Ladd, 1991; Krabbenhøft
et al., 2019). According to Krabbenhøft et al. (2019), the relation-
ship between re and rs is introduced to determine the harmonic
mean:

rs ¼ 2rs
1þ rs

(1)



Fig. 1. The problem definitions in non-homogeneous and anisotropic clays: (a) Planar trapdoor and (b) Circular trapdoor.

Fig. 2. Undrained strength envelopes of AUS model for different re ¼ sue/suc (after
Krabbenhøft et al., 2019): (a) Planar trapdoor and (b) Circular trapdoor.
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Since rs is a function of re, as shown in Eq. (1), re is the only
anisotropic strength ratio employed in the parametric analysis. It is
important to note that re has a range of 0.5e1 (Ladd, 1991;
Krabbenhøft et al., 2019). Fig. 2 further demonstrates that re can
affect the failure surface development of the AUS failure criterion.
Note that the strengths in TC and TE in Fig. 2 are literally equal to
2suc and 2sue, respectively. The form of the yield function of the AUS
model with the harmonic mean of three undrained shear strengths
can be expressed as

Fu ¼ s1 � s3 þ ðre �1Þðs2 � s3Þ � 2suc ¼ 0 (2)

where s1 � s2 � s3 are the principal stresses (positive in
compression) and Fu is the yield function. It is noted that the AUS
failure criterion is being well transformed into the Tresca failure
criterion by setting re ¼ 1 (i.e. suc ¼ sue ¼ sus).

Bishop (1966) experimentally showed that the undrained
strength of normally consolidated and slightly over-consolidated
clay increases approximately linearly with depth. Therefore, the
three AUS strengths (suc, sue, and sus) are assumed to be linearly
increasing with depth and can be represented as

sucðzÞ ¼ suc0 þ rz (3)

susðzÞ ¼ sus0 þ rsrz (4)

sueðzÞ ¼ sue0 þ rerz (5)

where suc0, sue0, and sus0 are the AUS strengths at the ground sur-
face; z is the depth measured from the ground surface; and r is the
linear strength gradient. Note that the increasing rates of suc0, sus0,
and sue0 are different and equal to r, rsr, and rer, respectively, where
r � rsr � rer (see Fig. 1).

The dimensionless approach was used to obtain the stability
solutions of active planar and circular trapdoors in non-
homogeneous clay with linearly increasing anisotropic shear
strength. The considered parameters were simplified to three
dimensionless input parameters (H/D, m, and re), which can be
expressed as a function of the stability number:



Fig. 3. Model domains for: (a) Planar trapdoor and (b) Circular trapdoor.
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NPS or NAX ¼ ss þ gH � st
suc0

¼ f
�
H
D
; m; re

�
(6)

where NPS or NAX represent the stability number of planar and
circular trapdoors, which are the functions of the cover ratio H/D,
dimensionless strength gradient (m ¼ rH=suc0), and the anisotropic
strength ratio re. The action of the resistance is represented by the
negative sign in front of st, whereas the positive sign of ss indicates
the active movement of the driving stresses. Note that the adhesion
factor defined at the contact between the plate element and sur-
rounding soils varied from fully smooth to fully rough conditions.
However, Keawsawasvong and Ukritchon (2017) and
Keawsawasvong and Ukritchon (2021) found that there is no dif-
ference between the values of the stability numbers of both fully
smooth and fully rough cases when H/D is less than 7. Also, when
the H/D is greater than 7, the adhesion factor still has a smaller
effect on the trapdoor stability since the difference between the
cases of fully smooth and fully rough conditions is less than 2%e
3.5%. Thus, to reduce the considered parameters and to avoid over-
fitting problems in the development process of data-driven surro-
gates, this study focuses on the case of fully rough conditions.

A practical range of parametric studies are chosen as follows: (a)
cover ratio H/D ¼ 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10; (b) strength gradient
m ¼ 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, and 4; and (c) anisotropic strength ratio
re ¼ 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1. The practical range of re may be
conveniently estimated from the data of Ladd (1991), who pro-
posed an empirical correlation between the undrained shear
strength ratios in compression and extension as a function of the
plasticity index of natural clays. Based on the Ladd (1991) data, the
re ranges from 0.5 to 0.8 in practice. Thus, to cover a wider range,
re ¼ 0.5e1 will be used in following. It should be emphasized that
re ¼ 1 represents the case of isotropic clays. The findings by Won
(2013) and Krabbenhøft et al. (2019) also confirmed this practical
range. The degree of strength inhomogeneity is described by the
dimensionless strength gradient. The characteristic of the clay and
its geological process have a major influence on the suc0 and r.
According to Keawsawasvong and Ukritchon (2017) and
Keawsawasvong and Shiau (2022), the dimensionless strength
gradient is practically found in the range from 0 for a homogeneous
clay to as high as m ¼ 4 for the extreme combinations of these
parameters.

3. Physics-based modeling

The stability number for planar and circular trapdoors in
anisotropic and inhomogeneous clays with linearly increasing
strengths is numerically determined using commercial software
OptumG2 (Krabbenhøft and Lyamin, 2015). The use of both UB and
LB together would significantly improve the confidence in the
produced results using FELA (Sloan, 2013). In OptumG2, UB ele-
ments use six-node elements with continuous quadratic interpo-
lation of unknown velocity, whereas LB elements use three-node
elements with linear interpolation of unknown stresses, with stress
discontinuities allowed at shared edges of neighboring triangles.

Fig. 3a and b shows the numerical models of planar and circular
trapdoors under plain strain and axisymmetric conditions,
respectively. The centerline of the problem is the symmetry line of
the domain, which is positioned to the left boundary. Note that the
model in Fig. 3a is under plane strain condition with the half of the
domain, whereas that in Fig. 3b is under axisymmetric conditions
inwhich the r�z section is employed and the line of axial symmetry
is placed to the left of the domain. An AUS model with an accom-
panying flow rule represents the soil mass above the trapdoor. The
trapdoor is modeled by rigid plate components with rough surface
conditions. Since the edge of the trapdoor has obvious high stresses
and velocity discontinuities, a short vertical line is introduced by
employing interface elements and appended to the edge of the
trapdoor as can be seen in Fig. 3a and b. The AUS strength of these
interface elements is set to be 0. These vertical lines in Fig. 3a and b
are essential in the UB analysis because velocity discontinuities are
not permitted along all inter-element edges, but they are expected
to occur at the corner of the trapdoor, which can significantly
improve the correctness of the UB solutions. However, because
stress discontinuities are simulated at all inter-element edges, this
vertical line is unaffected by the precision of LB solutions.

The standard boundary conditions are enforced in all the FELA
models. The bottom boundary of both models was fixed in both x
and y directions, except where the trapdoor is located. The left
(centerline) and the right boundaries were allowed to move in y-
direction only. The domain size of both models was selected to be
large enough so that the expansion of the overall velocity field has a
neglectful effect on the solutions. To construct the tight UB and LB
solutions, an autonomously adaptable mesh refinement was used
in both the UB and LB simulations. Furthermore, adaptive mesh
refinement with shear dissipation as a convergence criterion is
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enabled to balance the computational accuracy and cost (Ciria et al.,
2008). That is, the number of meshes will automatically increase in
sensitive zones with significant plastic shearing strain, hence
enabling users to more clearly and quickly identify the potential
failure mechanisms.With an initial mesh number of 5000 elements
and a final mesh number of 10,000 elements, five adaptive meshing
stages were adopted throughout the study. It should be noted that
the final adaptive meshes are utilized to show the failure mecha-
nisms of the trapdoor in the paper. It is worth noting that more
elements in the sensitive areas can lead to more correctness of the
solutions. The staged procedure refers to the initial meshes to reach
the target value. The number of elements and stages is large enough
to neglect the effect on the solutions. Based on the suggestions by
Krabbenhøft et al. (2015), the set of five iteration steps and mesh
adaptivity increasing from 5000 to 10,000 elements is sufficient to
produce the rigorous LB and UB solutions, where the differences
Fig. 4. Comparisons of the present study and previous studies for isotropic clays with
re ¼ 1: (a) Planar trapdoors and (b) Circular trapdoors.
between both bound solutions are less than 1% for all cases. To
obtain the stability number NPS and NAX, the ultimate surface
pressure (ss) is computed using LB/UB-FELA and then normalized
by following the expression in Eq. (6).
4. Comparison and validation

To validate the computed FELA solutions, Fig. 4 compares the
stability numbers (NPS and NAX) between the present and the pre-
vious studies for isotropic clays. Numerical results in Fig. 4a and b
have shown excellent agreement between the present and the
previous studies in isotropic clays with homogeneity or heteroge-
neity. Note that the present solutions used in the verifications in
Figs. 4 and 5 are the average solutions from the UB and LU solutions
obtained from OptumG2. Sloan et al. (1990) and Martin (2009)
Fig. 5. Comparisons of the present study and previous studies for planar trapdoors in
anisotropic clays with: (a) re ¼ 0.6 and (b) re ¼ 0.8.



Fig. 6. Effect of H/D on NPS of planar trapdoors in anisotropic and non-homogeneous clays with various re: (a) re ¼ 0.5; (b) re ¼ 0.6; (c) re ¼ 0.7; (d) re ¼ 0.8; (e) re ¼ 0.9; and (a)
re ¼ 1.
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Fig. 7. Effect of H/D on NAX of circular trapdoors in anisotropic and non-homogeneous clays with various re: (a) re ¼ 0.5; (b) re ¼ 0.6; (c) re ¼ 0.7; (d) re ¼ 0.8; (e) re ¼ 0.9; and (a)
re ¼ 1.
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Fig. 8. Effect of m on NPS and NAX for: (a) Planar trapdoors and (b) Circular trapdoors.
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presented the average FELA solutions of NPS of planar trapdoors in
isotropic and homogeneous clays (m ¼ 0 and re ¼ 1) under various
cover ratios, while Keawsawasvong and Ukritchon (2017) reported
those in the non-homogeneous clays withm¼ 0, 0.25, 0.5 and 1. For
the circular trapdoors, Keawsawasvong and Ukritchon (2021) and
Shiau et al. (2021b) obtained the FELA solutions in isotropic and
homogeneous clays under 2D and 3D conditions. It should be noted
that these previous works are limited to the cases of trapdoors in
isotropic clays obeying the Tresca failure criterion, which is only
equivalent to the cases of re¼ 1. Their solutions cannot be applied to
the cases of anisotropic strengths with re s 1 which will be pre-
sented later in this paper by using the AUS failure criterion. As a
result, Fig. 4 confirms the correctness of using the AUS model with
re¼ 1 to simulate the geotechnical problems in consideration of the
Tresca model.

The comparisons of stability number (NPS) of planar trapdoors
embedded in anisotropic clays modeled using the DC model by
Keawsawasvong and Ukritchon (2021) and the AUS model by the
present study are shown in Fig. 5 for the cases of re ¼ 0.6 and 0.8,
respectively. Note that these cases represent the trapdoor stability
in conjunction with the anisotropic strengths, where all the AUS
strengths suc, sue, and sus are considered. Unlike the Tresca model, it
has only the isotropic undrained shear strength of suc. In addition,
only the problem of plane strain trapdoor is compared here as the
DC model cannot realistically model the natural clays with het-
erogeneity and anisotropy under the axisymmetric condition. Un-
der various strength gradients (m), the present studies are in good
agreement with the previous studies, showing that using the AUS
model can provide almost the same results as the DC model. Ac-
cording to Fig. 5, the solutions of plane strain trapdoors with the
AUS model are in good agreement with those with the DC model,
which confirms the correctness of the use of the AUS model to
derive the stability solutions of anisotropic clays under plane strain
condition.

It should be noted that the DC envelope proposed by Davis and
Christian (1971) was developed under the plane strain condition,
where an anisotropic undrained strength of clay is expressed in
terms of the plane strain state of stress (sxx, szz, szx) in the x�z
plane, and therefore it cannot be used to investigate the stability of
3D or axisymmetric problems (Ukritchon and Keawsawasvong,
2018a, 2020; Ukritchon et al., 2019). The AUS model is superior to
the DC model since the AUS model was formulated in terms of the
general 3D Cartesian state of stress (sxx, syy, szz, sxy, syz, szx) so that it
can be applied to 3D problems like circular or rectangular trapdoors
in anisotropic clays.

5. Numerical results and discussions

Figs. 6 and 7 show the effects of cover ratios (H/D) on the sta-
bility number (NPS and NAX) of planar and circular trapdoors in
anisotropic and non-homogenous clays, respectively. These figures
are also the design charts, as they comprehensively illustrate the
variations in N values with H/D under variousm values for the cases
of re ¼ 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1 in planar and circular trapdoor
problems. In the figures, the dashed and solid lines represent the
LB/UB-FELA solutions, respectively. It follows from Fig. 6 that, for
the planar trapdoor problem, the NPS value increases rapidly in the
parabolic shape with H/D. It means that larger cover ratio can
enhance the stability because of more stable arching effect. More-
over, the curvature ofNPS andH/D relationship is larger for higherm
and re values. Similar phenomena can be also found in the circular
trapdoor problem (see Fig. 7). The comparisons of NPS and NAX
between Figs. 6 and 7 further indicate that, for the fixed dimen-
sionless parameter groups, the NAX of the circular trapdoor is larger
than that of the planar trapdoor, which is attributed to the
associated failure mechanisms that will be discussed later. The
average results of NPS and NAX from UB and LB solutions are sum-
marized in Tables. A1 and A2 in Appendix, respectively.

The effects of strength gradients (m) on stability number (NPS
and NAX) of planar and circular trapdoors in anisotropic and non-
homogeneous clays are explored with re varying from 0.5 to 1 in
Fig. 8. A moderate cover ratio of H/D ¼ 2 is chosen here. A linear
correlation between N and m can be obviously observed in the
figure for all studied cases. The underlying reason might be the
assumption of undrained clays with linearly increasing strengths
with depth. The change is more sensitive for the higher re (more
homogeneous clays). In addition, the larger NAX value of circular
trapdoors than that of planar ones for a specific case can be found
by comparing Fig. 8a and b.

The effects of anisotropic strength ratio (re) on stability number
(NPS and NAX) of planar and circular trapdoors covered by
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anisotropic and non-homogeneous clays are shown in Fig. 9 for the
cases of m ¼ 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, and 4. It is generally acknowl-
edged that sue� sus � suc, and sus tends to be somewhat closer to sue
than to suc in AUS model. It can be thus concluded that the N value
increases nonlinearly with increasing anisotropic strength ratio at a
given m value, implying that a lower degree of strength anisotropy
gives rise to a higher stability number.

To further investigate the difference in stability performance
between planar and circular trapdoors, a shape factor is defined as
follows:

F ¼ NAX/NPS (7)

Fig. 10 shows the variation in the shape factor of trapdoor
problems in anisotropic and non-homogenous clays under various
H/D with m ¼ 0, 1, and 4 for two cases of re ¼ 0.5 and 0.8. It follows
from Fig. 10 that the shape factor decreases with increasing cover
Fig. 9. Effect of re on NPS and NAX for: (a) Planar trapdoors and (b) Circular trapdoors.
ratio and/or decreasing strength gradient. Note that the influence of
H/D on the shape factor is more significant for a higher degree of
strength anisotropy. Moreover, the obvious difference between UB
and LB solutions can be also seen for the lower values of re. It can
therefore be concluded that both strength anisotropy and strength
heterogeneity would result in significant shape effect for active
trapdoor problems, especially for shallow trapdoors.

Fig. 11 presents the effects of cover ratio H/D on the failure
mechanisms of active planar and circular trapdoors with re ¼ 0.7
and m ¼ 1, respectively. It shows the evolution of failure pattern of
trapdoors in anisotropic and non-homogeneous clays from H/
D ¼ 0.5 (shallow trapdoor) to H/D ¼ 10 (deep trapdoor). The failure
pattern is visualized and interpreted in the form of automatically-
adaptive meshes where the shear zone is concentrated. For H/
D � 2, a nearly-vertical slip failure can be observed extending from
trapdoor width to the ground surface. A possible reason for this is
the lacking of soil arching above the trapdoor to transfer vertical
Fig. 10. Shape factor (F ¼ NAX/NPS) for the cases of: (a) re ¼ 0.5 and (b) re ¼ 0.8.
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loading, hence forming an instantaneous and integral collapse. This
failure pattern typically needs to be avoided in practice. On the
other hand, under the arching effect, the curvilinear (spiral) slip
surfaces gradually develop outside the trapdoor corner and then
intersect with the ground surface whenH/D> 2. Therefore, same as
the other research (Costa et al., 2009; Lai et al., 2018, 2020), H/D¼ 2
can be adopted as a depth ratio that distinguishes the shallow and
deep trapdoors. It is of interest that, as the cover ratio increases,
more clays are involved in plastic zones to resist a driving force,
implying that a higher NAX value will be obtained, as shown in
Fig. 7. Such a phenomenon can be explained by the fact that a
higher cover ratio induces more mobilized shear stress along a
longer slip surface to form a larger plastic zone for resisting
downward failure. Furthermore, when comparing the planar and
circular trapdoors (see Fig. 11a and b), the circular trapdoor has a
larger collapsed zone than the planar one at a fixed H/D, giving
supporting evidence for the previous discussions on shape effects.

Fig. 12 presents the effect of strength gradient m on the failure
mechanisms of active planar and circular trapdoors embedded in
anisotropic and non-homogeneous clays with re ¼ 0.8 and H/D ¼ 4,
respectively. Although the curvilinear slip surface can be also found
in deep trapdoors for various m values, some differences are still
observed: the larger the m value (soil strength), the smaller the
width of the plastic zone. The discrepancy in the collapse zone
extent between planar and circular trapdoors can be also found in
Fig. 12.
Fig. 11. Effect of H/D on failure mechanisms for planar and circular trapdoors
Fig. 13 shows the effects of anisotropic strength ratios on the
pattern of failure mechanism with H/D ¼ 6 and m ¼ 0. The differ-
ences in failure patterns are small both for planar and circular
trapdoors, showing that the effect of anisotropy in developing the
associated failure mechanism is insignificant. Even so, the effects
on the stability of trapdoors cannot be neglected as a larger re value
gives rise to a greater stability number (see Fig. 9). This finding is
similar to the work in Keawsawasvong and Ukritchon (2021) where
the DC model was used.
6. Development of data-driven surrogate

6.1. Numerical database and sensitivity analysis

The coupling effects of dimensionless design parameters on
undrained stability of trapdoor problems were investigated in the
previous section. It was found that the stability number poses a
nonlinear and multi-dimensional relation with the input dimen-
sionless design parameters. To provide a guideline for the pre-
liminary design of trapdoor problems, the associated sensitivity
analysis is vital to quantitatively assess the relative importance of
each dimensionless design parameter. Moreover, even though we
have presented a series of new dimensionless design charts in
terms of stability number (discrete value) for most practical ap-
plications, geo-engineers still need to resort to interpolations for
with re ¼ 0.7 and m ¼ 1: (a) Planar trapdoors and (b) Circular trapdoors.
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estimating other dimensionless parameters that do not match with
those discrete ones.

Traditional nonlinear regression analysis used for empirical
prediction typically requires presupposing the expressions of
empirical equations before fitting, which leads to great un-
certainties and challenges in its implementation. Moreover, for
the multivariate problems, using the traditional nonlinear fitting
techniques always cannot get a satisfying result with enough
accuracy for practical use. To address this inconvenience,
empirical prediction is an attractive alternative. The MARS model
introduced in this paper is a nonparametric and nonlinear sta-
tistical regression method that can capture the underlying
functional relationship among the input and output variables in
high dimensions and their interactions without requiring any
prior assumption (Friedman, 1991). Recently, the MARS model
has been successfully used in a variety of geotechnical engi-
neering problems, including the prediction of collapse potential
for compacted soils, performances of deep excavations/shafts and
Fig. 12. Effect of m on failure mechanisms for planar and circular trapdoors w
tunnels, pile drivability, assessment of soil liquefaction, and
stability analysis of pile-supported embankment (Zhang et al.,
2017; Zhang, 2020; Zheng et al., 2020; Lai et al., 2021; Zhou
et al., 2021).

The MARS model is operated by two major steps, i.e. forward
and backward iterative steps. In the forward step, the model is
generated by a cluster of basic functions (BFs, splines) that can be
linearly connected by the knots. It can be written as follows:

BF ¼ max ð0; x� tÞ ¼
�
x� t ðif x > tÞ
0 ðotherwiseÞ (8)

where x is an input variable and t is a threshold value. The BFs
provide greater flexibility for the model to allow the bends,
thresholds, and other departures in linear functions to be consid-
ered. The MARS algorithm is to identify every possible predictor
and potential knot location for every predictor. The global model
(i.e. predictive target) can be thus expressed using the linear
combinations of BFs:
ith re ¼ 0.8 and H/D ¼ 4: (a) Planar trapdoors and (b) Circular trapdoors.
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f ðXÞ ¼ b0 þ
XM
m¼1

bmlmðXÞ (9)

where b0 is the constant,M is the amount of BFs,m is the number of
each basis functionlm, and the coefficient bm is a constant, which
can be estimated with the least-squares approach. The BFs cover a
given domain of the database in MARS.

The forward phase adds functions and finds potential knots to
improve the performance of the training model, in spite of the
likelihood to over-fitting model using Eq. (9) and various numbers
of BFs. To obtain an optimal predicting function, the second step,
known as the backward phase to prune the least effective terms is
necessary. The unique back-pruning process effectively avoids the
problem of overfitting, which is one of the most outstanding ad-
vantages of the MARS model, as compared to other traditional
machine learning approaches (e.g. artificial neural network). In the
second step, the backward pruning algorithm is employed to delete
the redundant BFs with the least contributions, as assessed by the
generalized cross-validation (GCV) value. Note that GCV value is a
Fig. 13. Effect of re on failure mechanisms for planar and circular trapdoors w
mean squared residual error divided by a penalty that is relevant to
the model complexity, which can be obtained from a variance
decomposition procedure:

GCV ¼
1
K
PK

i¼1½yi � f ðxiÞ�2h
1� MþdðM�1Þ=2

K

i2 (10)

where K is the number of data points, d is the penalty factor, and
f(xi) is the predicted value from the MARSmodel. The (M-1)/2 is the
number of knots. Therefore, the GCV value is penalized by the M
and N to reduce the probability of overfitting as much as possible. A
default value of d ¼ 3 is input in the MARS model. At each pruning
step, the corresponding BF will be removed to minimize the GCV
value until an optimal model is achieved. After that, the RII of each
input variable on the output is generated by identifying the
decrease in GCV value. Note that the RII value shows the impor-
tance level (sensitivity) for an output variable, and an RII of 100%
represents that the corresponding input variable has the most
significant effect on the output.
ith H/D ¼ 6 and m ¼ 0: (a) Planar trapdoors and (b) Circular trapdoors.



Fig. 14. RII of each input variable on stability number for planar and circular trapdoors.

Table 2
Basis functions and mathematical equations in MARS model for NAX of circular
trapdoors.

BF Equation BF Equation

BF1 max(0, H/D e 4) BF13 max(0, H/D e 4) BF3
BF2 max(4 e H/D, 0) BF14 max(0, H/D e1)
BF3 max(0, m e 0) BF15 max(0, re e 0.5) BF5
BF4 max(0, H/D e 2) BF3 BF16 max(0, H/D e 8) BF3
BF5 max(0, 2 e H/D) BF3 BF17 max(0, 8 e H/D)
BF6 max(0, re e 0.5) BF4 BF18 max(0, H/D e 2)
BF7 max(0, re e 0.5) BF19 max(0, re e 0.9) BF13
BF8 max(0, H/D e 6) BF7 BF20 max(0, 0.9 e re) BF13
BF9 max(0, 6 e H/D) BF7 BF21 max(0, H/D e 6) BF3
BF10 max(0, H/D e 2) BF7 BF22 max(0, re e 0.7)
BF11 max(0, re e 0.7) BF3 BF23 max(0, re e 0.5) BF17
BF12 max(0, 0.7 e re) BF3
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In this study, 294 groups of average stability numbers (NPS and
NAX) of planar and circular trapdoors in anisotropic and non-
homogeneous clays are collected from FELA as the artificial data-
sets to run the MARS model. The datasets are shown in Tables A1
and A2 in the Appendix. In the MARS model, three design param-
eters (H/D,m, re) are chosen as input variables, while NPS or NAX are
chosen as output variables. Note that the adhesion factor repre-
senting the interface roughness between the plate and the sur-
rounding soils is not taken into account in the MARS model as its
effect on the stability number is neglectable (Keawsawasvong and
Ukritchon, 2017, 2021). The applications of MARS do not take this
adhesion factor into account since the difference between rough
and smooth cases is very small. It is also beneficial to construct a
simpler model with minimal variables, seeking a balance between
model complexity and performance. The calculated RII of each
input variable is shown in Fig.14. It can be found that the cover ratio
H/D has themost significant influence on the N values of planar and
circular trapdoors, followed by m and re. Noting that the soil
strength gradient m has equal importance as the cover ratio H/D,
the influence of anisotropy (re) on the stability is nevertheless
relatively low, despite that it cannot be ignored.
6.2. MARS-based design equations

Using the data in Tables 1 and 2, two optimally-fitted design
equations are presented to predict the stability number of planar
and circular trapdoors, respectively.
Table 1
Basis functions and mathematical equations in MARS model for NPS of planar
trapdoors.

BF Equation BF Equation

BF1 max(0, H/D e 4) BF13 max(0, H/D e 2)
BF2 max(0, 4 e H/D) BF14 max(0, H/D e 8) BF11
BF3 max(0, me 0) BF1 BF15 max(0, 8 e H/D) BF11
BF4 max(0, m e 0) BF16 max(0, H/D e 8) BF9
BF5 max(0, H/D e 2) BF4 BF17 max(0, 8 e H/D) BF9
BF6 max(0, 2 e H/D) BF4 BF18 max(0, H/D e 6)
BF7 max(0, re e 0.7) BF5 BF19 max(0, re e 0.8) BF13
BF8 max(0, re e 0.8) BF20 max(0, 0.8 e re) BF14
BF9 max(0, 0.8 e re) BF21 max(0, re e 0.7) BF3
BF10 max(0, re e 0.5) BF2 BF22 max(0, 0.7 e re) BF3
BF11 max(0, re e 0.5) BF4 BF23 max(0, re e 0.6) BF4
BF12 max(0, H/D e 6) BF4 BF24 max(0, H/D e 8)

Fig. 15. Comparison of the N value between the proposed MARS equation and FELA:
(a) Planar trapdoors and (b) Circular trapdoors.
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NPS ¼ 6.634 þ 1.299BF1 � 1.507BF2 � 0.242BF3þ 1.361BF4 þ
0.502BF5 � 0.697BF6 � 0.31BF7 þ 2.46BF8 � 10.005BF9 �
0.459BF10 þ 5.898BF11 � 0.123BF12 � 0.856BF13 þ 0.493BF14 �
0.69BF15 � 1.052BF16 þ 1.035BF17 � 0.121BF18 þ 0.212BF19 þ
0.786BF20 � 0.106BF21 þ 0.337BF22 � 0.466BF23 �
0.087BF24 (11)

NAX ¼ 10.187 þ 1.997BF1 � 2.567BF2 þ 3.402BF3 þ 0.715BF4 �
1.251BF5 þ 1.195BF6 þ 17.724BF7 þ 1.91BF8 � 2.839BF9 �
1.501BF10 þ 3.794BF11 � 4.43BF12 � 0.477BF13 � 0.844BF14 �
1.368BF15 � 0.107BF16 � 0.8BF18 � 0.766BF19 þ 0.668 BF20 �
0.18BF21 � 1.055BF22 � 0.171BF23 (12)

To demonstrate the accuracy of proposed MARS-based design
equations, numerical comparisons of NAX and NPS between the
predicted and average UB/LB-FELA solutions are shown in Fig. 15.
The predicted values of NAX and NPS are in good agreement with
those of average FELA solutions, with the determination coefficient
(R2) of 98% and 99%. It can therefore be concluded that the pro-
posed MARS-based design equations are accurate, and they can be
used in practice with great confidence.

7. Conclusions

This study has successfully evaluated the stability of buried
structures under active planar and circular conditions in aniso-
tropic and non-homogeneous clays using a hybrid approach
combining physics-based and data-driven modeling. Directionally
dependent strengths (anisotropy) of clays were characterized by
strengths compression, extension, and DDS with the newly-
developed AUS model in the FELA code. The heterogeneity study
of undrained clays was that the strength increases linearly with
depth. Numerical results presented here were also compared with
published solutions to validate the accuracy of the AUS model for
isotropic and anisotropic clays. In summary, this contribution is to
firstly and comprehensively investigate the effect of anisotropic
shear strengths with linear increases with depth for both the sta-
bility of planar and circular trapdoors under axisymmetric condi-
tions. Another one is to develop a hybrid strategy to assess the
stability of buried structures in soils.

A series of parametric studies were carried out to explore the
effects of cover ratio (H/D), dimensionless strength gradient (m),
and anisotropic strength ratio (re) on the stability number [NPS or
NAX ¼ (ss þ gH est)/suc0] and the associated active failure mecha-
nisms of planar and circular trapdoors. It was shown that the sta-
bility number increases nonlinearly with H/D and re, while it
increases linearly with m. The investigation of a shape factor (F ¼
NAX/NPS) indicated that both strength anisotropy and heterogeneity
are governing the stability differences between planar and circular
trapdoors. This is particularly important for shallow buried struc-
tures. The failure patterns of trapdoors in anisotropic and non-
homogeneous clays change from the vertical slip surfaces
(shallow trapdoor) to the curvilinear (deep trapdoor). In this evo-
lution process, more clays are involved in collapse zones (plastic
zones) to resist the driving forces. It was noted that, however, the
effect of anisotropy on the active failure mechanisms is practically
insignificant.

To provide a guideline for the preliminary design of trapdoor
problems, the sensitivity assessment of three dimensionless design
parameters on the stability number was performed using theMARS
model. Both the RII and two accurate design equations were pro-
posed for practical uses. The sensitivity study showed that the
cover ratio (H/D) and strength gradient of clays (m) are equally
important in the evaluation of the stability number; nevertheless,
the anisotropic strength ratio (re) has the least importance.
The present active trapdoor problems are studied under plane
strain and axisymmetric conditions, which cover the most practical
problems such as the collapse of underground roofs, tunnels, pipes,
pile-supported embankments, and lateral pressures behind soil
gaps in contiguous pile walls. Although the problem considered is
2D, future work inmore realistic 3D trapdoor problems considering
the anisotropy and heterogeneity effects of covered soils is
recommended.
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